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ISSUE 1 QTR 2020

KTTW FOX 7/KTTM Fox 12 has chosen the following issues for this quarters PSA rotation.  
These PSA’s can be supplied locally or by produced by means of national production houses.  
PSA Director (Scott Nelson) has turned in the time orders and traffic for this Q1 Flight.  These 
PSA’s will run throughout the broadcast months of January, February and March (2020).  
We feel these issues deserve our support and apply to the needs of our community(s):

1. BSA & GSA (Flight #1 of 3): The main reason KTTW Fox 7 is running these two 
spots in Q1 is because spring is when both organizations do a lot of their 
fundraising.  The 252 PSA’s will run during this flight and are designed to be a 
proactive campaign that will encourage area youth to become part of the Boy 
Scouts or Girl Scouts later in the year…50% rotation.

2. Local Food Banks (Flight #2 of 3): These PSA’s are designed to support area Food 
Banks.  KTTW’s PSA Director (Scott Nelson) met with Feeding South Dakota 
personally and requested an up-to-date spot that could be aired at our discretion.  
After many months Feeding South Dakota was able to produce “Drive Through” 
which focused on, for every dollar donated four meals could be served to those in 
need.  Nelson also discovered a like-kind message entitled “Sweet Potato Pie” that 
compliments this message within the Sioux Fall/Mitchell DMA.  Both PSA’s will 
run on a 50% rotation.

3. Volunteers of America (Flight #3 of 3): Previously ran in 2019, KTTW wanted to 
reinforce the importance of not driving while under the influence of alcohol during 
a different time of the year.  Both of these PSA’s are tagged as…brought to you by 
your local Volunteers of America and the spot names are “Thoughts” and “Man In 
The Mirror” which will run @ 50% .

 Each one of the spots indentified will be simulcast to air on KTTW and KTTM for a 
total of 756 PSA’s and/or 252 spots per flight (#1 - #3).  Note: these Q1 2020 PSA’s have 
local ties and were not pulled from a national FTP site(s).


